Bridge Construction
Contractors continue working through the winter months. Phase 1 falsework, formwork, decking platform and causeway stones are being remove in preparation of Phase 2 construction. Contractors continue assembling reinforcement cages for drilled shafts for Phase 2 and installing electrical conduits on top of upper box and installing under bridge lightings. Looking to start west causeway in the coming weeks. Addition information and construction updates are available on the City website at:  https://www.aurora-il.org/1928/Aurora-Transportation-Center-ATC

Construction Pictures (see below):
02/03/2020- Pouring upper box in spans 5, 6 and 7
02/03/2020- Pouring upper box in spans 5, 6 and 7
02/03/2020- Pouring upper box in spans 5, 6 and 7
02/11/2020 - Upper Box, after concrete pouring.
02/18/2020- Upper Box, after concrete pouring.
02/18/2020- Starting removal of formwork/platform. Looking NE.
02/11/2020- Starting removal of false and form work.
02/25/2020- Removal of false and form work and installation of under bridge lighting system- Looking SW.
02/25/2020- Removal of false and form work and installation of under bridge lighting system- Looking SW.
02/25/2020- Removal of false and form work and installation of under bridge lighting system- Looking SW.
02/25/2020- Bridge Deck- Looking East. Cold weather protection of upper box.
Poured deck at viewing platform area-Span 4. Looking west
02/18/2020- Poured deck at viewing platform area-Span 4. Looking west
12/23/2019. Aerial view. Looking west